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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As requested by Coca-Cola™, the following proposal has been devised to successfully promote
and maintain a communications marketing strategy for a global campaign, Coca-Cola 2020:
Glasses to Glasses.
People want to buy from companies that give back, are actively involved in local communities
and make a difference. As millennials shift toward purchasing products from companies that
demonstrate their social responsibility, Coca-Cola should keep engaging millennials with issues
they are passionate about: volunteering, social good and giving.
Coca-Cola can use the depth of the company as an advantage. Because the company is so large,
the ability to give back to communities across the world is more feasible for the brand. By
showing people Coca-Cola cares, the millennial age group will become more sympathetic
toward giving their business to the company.
In terms of selecting a cause to give back to, Coca-Cola would start a campaign called Coca-Cola
2020: Glasses to Glasses, with a campaign slogan of “See Happiness.” In this campaign,
Coca-Cola would align with an eyesight company and provide glasses to children in
underprivileged areas from families that may not be able to afford glasses. The issue of eyesight
health is one largely ignored, which can have detrimental effects for the education and
well-being of students.
Along with the philanthropic sector of this campaign, “See Happiness” would allow Coca-Cola to
accentuate the sensations associated with the product while maintaining the motif of
happiness from previous campaigns. We plan on providing glasses to people in need to give
them crisp, clear vision and likewise want to show people in crisp, clear detail the product itself
to entice the audience through visual appeal.
Overall, this campaign would address the concerns of a potential Millennial shift away from
brands like Coca-Cola. By making a difference in communities, paired with illustrating the
enticing visuals of the product, we will reinvigorate Coca-Cola’s customer following and foster
future positive relationships with clients and customers across the world.
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II. SITUATION ANALYSIS
The initiative of VISION 20/20 began in 1999 on a global-scale with the ultimate goal of
“eliminating avoidable blindness by 2020” (http://www.iapb.org/vision-2020). In 2006, the global objective
was extended to include eliminating visual impairment, especially from uncorrected refractive
errors. With Coca-Cola’s campaign, the company is aiming to help individuals with visual
impairment by partnering with organizations that can provide free glasses to those who need
them in 11 countries.
Many non-profit organizations — in the United states and globally — focus on providing
necessities to people, including food, water, medical care, clothing, etc. Millennials are prone to
want to assist with these causes. Eyesight health is a prevalent issue that is often looked over,
with about six in 10 people having impaired vision. Untreated eye health issues are a leading
cause of preventive blindness later in life, which can cause accidents, shorter lifespans and
prevent people from succeeding in careers. In keeping aligned with VISION 20/20’s initiative of
“The Right To Sight,” this campaign will address such wide scale concerns.

Eyesight facts and statistics
United States:
● Many schools in U.S. give eye screenings and send letters home, but don’t help beyond
that.
● According to the Los Angeles Times, 250,000 (one in seven) children in schools needed
glasses as of October 2013.
● The average prescription is 20/300 – kids can’t see how many fingers you’re holding up
in front of the room.
Global:
● The global economic cost of lost work productivity due to people with poor vision has
been estimated at $700 billion a year.
● Refractive error, which eyeglasses correct, is the number one cause of vision
impairment in the world.
● It is also the second greatest cause of preventable blindness.
● Six out of ten people in the developed world wear glasses, contact lenses or have had
corrective eye surgery.
● Six out of ten people in the developing world are also vision impaired, but have little or
no access to eye care or eyeglasses.
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● In North America, the ratio of optometrists to people is approximately 1:6,000.
● In sub-Saharan Africa, the ratio of optometrists to people is approximately 1:8,000,000.
● In Malawi, Africa, one of the poorest countries on earth, the ratio of ophthalmologists
(surgeons able to perform cataract surgery) to people is 4:15,000,000.
(http://www.globaleyesightnow.org/the-problem/)

● Around 700 million people have avoidable blindness/impaired vision that could be easily
helped (allaboutvision.com)

PEST analysis
Throughout PEST analysis, we focused on political, economic, social and technological trends
relating to our campaign, the millennial target audience and recipients of the charity.
Political
1. Current stance on healthcare from a political standpoint in developing countries.
a. The U.S. is one of few wealthy countries without universal healthcare
b. Developing countries facing so many problems with healthcare: try to be
universal but can’t because of lack of resources, privatization, wealthy elite get
better care, corruption, wealthy countries take talented healthcare professionals
from developing countries, so there are very few doctors and access to care is
harder http://www.globalissues.org/article/774/health-care-around-the-world#Healthcareindevelopingcountries
2. What is the need for glasses?
a. 144 Developing Countries in need (Global Eyesight Now)
3. What is Coca-Cola doing now to help on a world scale?
a. Donated $820 million since 1980s
b. $84.5 million in 2015, pledges 1 percent of yearly revenue at least
c. Priority areas: women, clean water, well-being
http://www.coca-colacompany.com/our-company/the-coca-cola-foundation/

4. What is the current political beliefs within the millennial demographic?
a. Millennials are the most liberal group in the country, especially when it comes to
social views.
b. Millennials are open to government solutions
c. 43% of millennials call themselves democrats
d. Thirty four percent of millennials call themselves true independents, meaning
they do not lean toward either party
http://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2014/07/millennials-economics-voting-clueless-kids-these-days/374427
/
http://time.com/2974185/millennials-poll-politics/

Economic:
1. Millennial income
a. Medians range by state: $18,000 in Montana to $43,000 in D.C.
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b. Many millennials are in college and working part-time, could skew numbers.
c. Many millennials do not trust banks because of 2008 recession.
d. Although millennials are more liberal in political views, they are typically more
conservative when it comes to money and the economy.
http://www.businessinsider.com/millennial-median-wage-map-2015-12

e. 2012 study, 4 years out of college 6% unemployment and median $46,000 salary,
average work week: 41.2 hours.
f. Still problems in wage gaps because gender and race
http://fortune.com/2014/07/08/millennial-employment/

2. Likelihood that millennials will donate to a cause:
a. If they care about that specific cause
b. Likely to donate despite how broke we are (may be good for our campaign!): 84
percent donated to a cause, 70 percent spent at least an hour volunteering,
average annual donations = $481
c. Impulse donations (Salvation Army bell ringers, checkout donation jars)
d. Social media (ALS Ice Bucket)
http://www.cnbc.com/2015/12/08/millennials-are-more-generous-than-you-think.html

e. Again, they like to care and impulse donate (will donate if it is easy to do so)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/07/18/millennials-and-giving_n_3613624.html

f. Create an experience; very willing to donate time more so than money (walks)
http://www.forbes.com/sites/jefffromm/2015/11/11/the-key-to-getting-millennials-to-donate-create-something-the
y-can-experience/#7e7d87b01e23

3. Likelihood that millennials will purchase Coca-Cola:
a. Half of our target audience drinks soda and men drink more than women
b. Overweight people and non-white more likely to drink pop
i.
http://brandongaille.com/39-interesting-coca-cola-demographics/
c. Fifty seven percent of the world’s population is between 15-54 years old
(Coca-Cola targets teens-middle aged)
i.
http://www.sfu.ca/~sheppard/478/syn/1141/Group_F.pdf
Social:
1. Eighty four percent of millennials say that making a difference in the world is more
important than professional recognition
2. Most important things in a millennial’s life will be:
a. Fifty two percent being a good parent
b. Thirty percent having a successful marriage
c. Twenty one percent helping others in need
3. Millennials will make up more than half the workforce by the year 2020.
4. Millennials are more interested in the impact their donations can make today.
5. Millennials prefer to learn about volunteer opportunities and causes from their peers
online or in person.
6. Millennials are a health-conscious generation.
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http://www.coca-colacompany.com/stories/how-millennials-are-shaping-the-way-companies-give-back

Technology:
1. What technology is estimated to be popular among millennials in 2020?
a. Wearable technology is expected to become bigger: Iwatch, Google Glass
b. Engage more in pictures, videos, interactive content
c. Focus more on mobile rather than desk top
d. It’s important to communicate with your consumers
http://www.imediaconnection.com/articles/ported-articles/red-dot-articles/2014/may/5-predictions-for-the-future-o
f-social-media/

2. What technology is Coca-Cola currently using?
a. Social networking: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram. Coca-Cola uses advertorial
campaigns and interactive games for consumers that associate with positive
feelings. Coca-Cola uses social media to stay young, fresh, and current.
b. Freestyle dispensers: it allows you to create your own beverage by choosing
from over 100 drinks in various combinations.
c. Online advertising: subtle yet effective, they have greater control as to who
views their content.
http://smallbusiness.chron.com/cocacola-use-technology-gain-advantage-27339.html

3. What technology will be most relevant for our campaign?
a. Social media because it allows us to connect with our consumers.
b. Staying relevant with what is new and popular among millennials (e.g., Google
Glass, iWatch).
c. Online advertising because it allows us to control who seeing our advertisement
based on what they search online.

Campaign’s highlights
● Target millennials by focusing on social responsibility
● Social issue of children needing glasses
● Possibility of adjustable glasses: More people can be reached due to there being no
need to a child a new pair every year
● Glasses to Glasses = Coca-Cola glass bottle sales help provide eyeglasses to children.
Beginning in 2020 due to 2020 vision, and continuing; will still remain a shorter
campaign in length
● Focus on Coca-Cola’s social responsibility and not the pop/soda itself
● Social media will be used, specifically YouTube, Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, and
Snapchat (if these platforms are still popular in 2020).
● Billboards will be put up at the beginning of the campaign to gain interest from the
people (blurry billboard with partial clarity underneath glasses)
● Commercials will focus on families with children.
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SWOT Analysis
STRENGTHS
1. Coca-Cola is a global
company.
2. Coca-Cola has an established
loyal consumer base.
3. Coca-Cola has a history of
charitable campaigns.

WEAKNESSES
1. The campaign might lose momentum
after 2020.
2. Coca-Cola is not perceived as a healthy
choice.
3. Other global issues might be deemed as
more important.

OPPORTUNITIES
1. The global need for
glasses.
2. Millennials support
socially responsible
companies.
3. There is an existence
of eye-glass companies
willing to partner with
Coca-Cola.

Opportunity-Strength (OS)
Strategies

Opportunity-Weakness (OW) Strategies

THREATS
1. Other companies
could use a similar
campaign with 2020.
2. Consumer base is
declining for sugary
drinks.
3. Liabilities could be
present when
associating with other
companies.

Threat-Strength (TS) Strategies

Threat-Weakness (TW) Strategies

1. Coca-Cola always does biggest
and best campaigns globally.
2. Coca-Cola is not just a soda
company, it’s a socially
responsible icon that loyalists
follow.
3. History and experience with
charitable work will allow
Coca-Cola to select a company
with minimal risk.

1. Coca-Cola will establish an early and
strong impression to serve as an example
for similar campaigns as well as raise
awareness outside the campaign.
2. Coca-Cola emphasizes social
responsibility to secure a consistent
consumer base.
3. Coca-Cola selects reputable partners
that emphasize the importance of the
global issue.

1. Coca-Cola’s global presence
enables it to accurately reach a
global need.
2. Coca-Cola capitalizes on its
millennials consumer base.
3. Coca-Cola uses its credible
history to secure partnerships
with eye-glass companies.

1. Emphasis on 2020 will raise awareness
outside of the campaign.
2. Coca-Cola will emphasize social
responsibility to outweigh negative
perceptions of their product.
3. Eye-glass companies will provide
statistics correlating the global need of
glasses to other global issues.
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Strategic partners
Many companies exist that already donate to the cause we are interested in. It would be
to our advantage to pair with these companies, which already have a system in place for
producing glasses that have adjustable zooms and distributing these to people in need. These
adjustable zoom glasses lessen the need for optometrists, which many developing nations lack,
and they can help with 80 percent of refractive errors.
● AdSpecs by Kopernik ($20) https://www.kopernik.ngo/technology/adspecs-self-adjustable-glasses
● Focus on Vision ($10) http://www.focus-on-vision.org/en/home/
● Warby Parker https://www.warbyparker.com/
○ Buy a pair give a pair https://www.warbyparker.com/buy-a-pair-give-a-pair
○ Doesn’t just give glasses away, trains people to perform eye exams and sell
glasses – longer lasting solution
○ Donated a million glasses, works with VisionSpring
● Eyeglass Recycling with Lions Club - Used eyeglasses are donated and then distributed to
developing countries based on prescription strength.
http://www.lionsclubs.org/EN/how-we-serve/health/sight/eyeglass-recycling.php

● New Eyes For the Needy - A company that already has a system in place for distributing
glasses to countries in need, as well as descriptions for each country and why they are in
need. Partnering with this company would facilitate the creation of a See Happiness
app. http://www.new-eyes.org/overseas-glasses-program/
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III. Target Audience
The target audience for the 2020 Coca-Cola campaign is millennials. Edelman defines
millennials as a generation born between the years of 1980 and 1995. When this campaign is
launched they will be in their mid 20s and 30s. Most of them will be settling down and possibly
starting families. Millennials will compose 75 percent of the workforce by 2025.
Millennials differ from the typical advertising audience. Research conducted by Edelman In 11
markets showed that 75 percent of them see their generation as influential on the world stage.
They have a focus on branding and how a brand is perceived. They also enjoy when campaigns
are personalized.
Many times millennials enjoy unexpected marketing tactics and love when they give back to the
community. They tend to enjoy experiences over “stuff.” Seven of 10 millennials are brand loyal
and will keep purchasing brands they like.
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IV. Objectives
Coca-Cola 2020: Glasses to Glasses campaign has three objectives:
● Raise awareness about refractive errors as the number one cause of vision impairment
in the world.
● Improve the Coca-Cola brand perception among the millennial generation.
● Increase the company’s revenue.

V. Strategies and Tactics
The following strategies have been developed to achieve the three objectives:
Strategy 1
Build relationships with and leverage key non-profit and for-profit organizations that focus on
improving the eyesight of individuals around the world.
Strategy 2
Develop a strategic media outreach campaign that uses a variety of tactics to tell stories about
children who need glasses.
The following tactics have been proposed to implement these strategies:
Tactics for Strategy 1
Prioritized communication with organizations that donate adjustable zoom glasses like Kopernik
and Focus On Vision
-Campaign launch party at Coca-Cola headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia
-Distribute pitch letters and contract details to Kopernik, Focus on Vision, Warby
Parker, New Eyes and the Lions Club
Tactics for Strategy 2
Reaching out to the target audience, the millennial generation, by using:
-Social media platforms popular with in the United States (as for 2016):
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Youtube and Snapchat
-Social media platforms that have popularity in the future years (2018 to 2020)
-Earned media: feature stories, TV and radio news
-Paid media: promoted posts on relevant social media platforms, print
advertisements billboards (appendix 2) and influencer blog posts
-Owned media: content on Coca-Cola website (e.g., blog posts, newsroom
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updates) and smartphone app https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gy1ra6FVl6c

Key messages

Several key messages have been generated for further testing. Traditional and online focus
groups and interviews would help determine one or two key messages that resonate with the
millennials.
Coca-Cola is committed to helping others see happiness.
Coca-Cola’s clarity comes from helping others see happiness.
Bringing clarity to the world one child at a time.
Bringing clarity to children one pair of glasses at a time.
You can help Coca-Cola bring clarity to the world: join the campaign “See Happiness”.
Glasses to glasses, Coca-Cola is helping the world see happiness.
Glasses to glasses, Coca-Cola is helping to bring clarity to the world.
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VI. TIMELINE
The start of the Coca-Cola 2020: Glasses to Glasses campaign is tied to the beginning of the
school year in 11 countries. In September 2019, public relations teams start filming children
receiving glasses in China, United States, United Arab Emirates, England, Canada, France,
and Turkey. The teams will follow up with participants later in the year to document progress.
Videos will be released in January 2020 in the United States.
Australia’s school year begins in January, which is when filming will go underway in that region
highlighting various children receiving glasses, to then be released a few months later. This
pattern will continue, and be spread out according to the starting dates of schools in different
countries. Brazil: February, India: Mid-June, Germany and Scotland: Mid-August.
Looking back at the pre-campaign, in November of 2019, a two to three minute promotional
video will be sent to YouTube and Facebook. This short documentary-style video will explain
the campaign, generating awareness for the upcoming year.
Throughout 2020, in the midsts of the campaign, social media updates will be strategically
posted on different platforms according to previous patterns across the varying platforms. A
sample month for social media updates is seen below. At the end of each month an infographic
or short video will be posted across platforms to update the public on the progress of the
campaign.

January 2020 (United States)
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

1

2

New Years
Day Post on all
platforms,
release App,
snapchat filter
debuting
campaign.

3

4
Facebook post
National social
media
platforms?

5

6
Instagram post

7

8

9

Twitter post

13

10

11

12

13

Snapchat
interactive
glasses filter
released.
Facebook
Post.

Facebook post

Twitter and
instagram post

17

18

19

20

Instagram Post

Twitter post

24

25

IG pt3

26

27

Twitter Post

Facebook post

14

15

16

Twitter post

21

28

22

23

Instagram
compilation
post part 1.

IG pt2

29

30

Infographic
post update
compatible for
all platforms
(last friday of
every month)

31

Last Friday of every month (tentative), post infographic update
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VII. BUDGET
Another important component of any marketing campaign is knowing how to pay for it. To
achieve this goal, we have researched past campaigns to predict a possible budget estimate for
this campaign.
● Advertising
○ TV commercials
■ Super Bowl Ad: Projected $7 million (based on $0.5 million increase in
2015, 2016 to equal $5 million in 2016)
○ Social media marketing
■ Promoting Tweets: averages $1.35 per engagement: 1,000x1,35=$1,350
○ Billboards (around $500,000 annually per billboard) - focus on urban areas.
10x$500,000=5,000.000
○ Influencer endorsement: $200,000 to support promotions
● Information technology
○ App development: $200,000
○ Website development: $22,000
○ Technical support/maintenance: $40,000
● Research
○ Research Specialist: $50,000
○ Surveying millennials: Hire Edelman (negotiable cost estimate of $1,000,000)
● Employee Salary
○ Marketing Director: $170,000
○ Digital Media Specialist: $60,000
○ Market Development Manager: $62,000
○ Public Affairs and Communications Specialist: $80,000
Total: 12,885,350
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VIII. MEASUREMENTS
I mpact of campaign will be measured in several ways:
Objective

Measurement

Raise awareness about refractive errors
as the number one cause of vision
impairment in the world.

The number of people visited website
and time they spent engaging with the
site.

Improve the Coca-Cola brand
perception among the millennial
generation

Media impression, sentiment analysis,
support from influencers, survey in 11
countries.

Increase the company’s revenue.

Yearly sales

Concluding remark
As Coca-Cola begins its campaign, Glasses to Glasses, children in need in 11 countries are
receiving glasses in honor of the year 2020. Eyesight health is an evident issue in the world, and
it is clear that Coca-Cola can make an impact. Bringing clarity to these children’s world and
helping them to see happiness is the main campaign’s goal.
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IX. ACCEPTANCE
Your signature below indicates acceptance of this marketing communications proposal and
entrance into a contractual agreement with the HON 321S agency.

Representative: Dr. Phame Camarena
The CMU Honors Program, 989.774.3902
Signature: __________________________
Date: _______________

Coca-Cola Representative: ______________
Signature: __________________________
Date: ________________
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Appendices
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This image is an advertisement for Coca-Cola’s See Happiness campaign based on giving glasses
and promoting eye health. The three graphics can all be used to promote the campaign on
social media, as well as in print media and ambient advertising. Each graphic incorporates a pair
of glasses that sharpens the image behind them, much like real glasses would do for a visually
impaired person.
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A.2 Billboard Advertisements
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Blog Post:
Sample Blog Post
By: Public Relations Blogger for Coca-Cola
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A.3: Social Media Posts
Facebook:
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(image/ link)
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Online Newsroom:
https://mediacola.wordpress.com/
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Instagram:
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Coca-Cola Campaign Flyer:
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